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BlackBerry Torch 9810 has made an entry into the market recently; this is a second generation
BlackBerry Torch 9810. The phone boasts touch screen of about 3.2 inch offering the 480 x 640
pixels resolution. Being outfitted with the Slider QWERTY keypad for easy usage at the time of
typing the message, the phone is a great buy. With the camera of 5 MP, there are options of
Autofocus in addition to the LED Flash providing you just the best. The phone has RAM capacity of
768MB and the in-house memory is 18 GB, though the memo9ry can be expanded up to 32 GB by
the means of the microSD card. Further the phone has its own BlackBerry 7 proprietary operating
system with the 1.2GHz Processor. With thickness of just 14.6, the phone is accessible in gorgeous
colors. Built with GPS navigator system one can hope for the dependable internet capability that will
definitely help one reach the destinations without any trouble. The blackberry torch incorporates Wi-
Fi, Bluetooth, 3G, and USB support.

There were some curious marketing attempt that were aimed at and they did worked out to an
extent, as Research in action determined to entice fortune a next time by the Torch 9810.
Recognized in untimely days like the Torch 2, which was the latest edition of portrayal QWERTY
slider was released with less pomp. This point it was revealed together with two most recent
BlackBerry BFFs - the Torch 9850 / 9860 & Bold Touch 9900 / 9930. 9810 didnâ€™t come up as a
surprise as it was bit similar to the original one; the processor it has got doubles the speed a
surreptitiously promote concluding in a night - day compare. Blackberry mobile price is being
appreciated well by the people.

The BlackBerry 9810 launch came close on Bold 9900 launch heels. The descendant of Torch
9800, the 9810 is packed with some of the exceptional features as the 1.2 GHz processor and it is
operational on BlackBerry OS 7. The price is also lower in comparison to the must liked Bold 9900.
With the touch screen of around 3.2 inches the phone provides you with the slider QWERTY
keypad. The camera of about 5MP is just perfect at capturing videos at 720p HD. The people who
are already using the Blackberry must go for this for up gradation and those who donâ€™t use
Blackberry then you should try once; you will get an unbelievable experience and it will definitely
appeal you. Blackberry torch 9810 price is quite reasonable in comparison to the ones that are
already available in the market. You can compare the price and must also read the reviews to make
the best choice.
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